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Abstract
Age and cumulative advantage/disadvantage theory have obvious logical,
theoretical, and emp irical connections, because both are inherently and
irreducibly related to the p assage of time. Over the p ast 15 years, these
connections have resulted in the elaboration and ap p lication of the
cumulative advantage–disadvantage p ersp ective in social gerontology,
esp ecially in relation to issues of heterogeneity and inequality. However, its
theoretical origins, connections, and imp lications are not widely
understood. This article reviews the genesis of the cumulative
advantage/disadvantage p ersp ective in studies of science, its initial
articulation with structural-functionalism, and its exp anding imp ortance for
gerontology. It discusses its intellectual relevance for several other
established theoretical p aradigms in sociology, p sychology, and economics.
On the basis of issues deriving from these p ersp ectives and from the
accumulating body of work on cumulative advantage and disadvantage, I
identify several p romising directions for further research in gerontology.
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